Quilt Beginnings
Memory Bear
Instructor: Tina Bruggeman
Dates: Friday February 7th (4pm - 7pm) and
Saturday February 8th (10am-4pm)
Project description: In this class we will learn how to use old clothes to
make a cute Memory Bear to cherish for years to come.
Pattern: Purchase Melody Memory BEAR by Funky Friends Factory
Fabric: Find the old shirts, clothes etc. you want to make your bear
from.
*Also I recommend purchasing at least 2 yards of SF101 to stabilize old
fabrics.
Sewing supplies:
1. Sewing machine and accessories (1/4” foot and it is helpful to have a
Knee lift
2. Neutral thread, scissors to clip threads
3. Sharp cutting Scissors to cut pattern pieces!
4. Marking pencil, Frixion pen, blue or purple, really depends on your fabric
5. Thin pins (glass head is the best)
6. Scotch Tape (one pattern piece must be taped together)
7. Turning tool
8. Stuffing for Bear and chopstick to stuff with
9. Small piece of felt for nose
10.Embroidery floss to match nose feet
11. Craft eyes (18mm)

Please see reverse for more information
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Quilt Beginnings
Prior to class:
For FRIDAY:Cutting out Bear Pieces
1. Copy the pattern pieces with copy paper NOT Card Stock (note: there
are 25 piece in the pattern and we don’t want to cut the original)
2. Bring all your fabrics, SF101, pins and MARKING pen
3. An Ironing pad and Iron will help (we will have some in class but you
might have to wait)
4. We will be cutting out all the pieces and marking them on Friday

Prior to Class:
For Saturday:Sewing the Bear
1. Bring sewing machine, ¼-inch foot, knee lift to class
2. Pins
3. All the Bear pieces you cut out on Friday
4. Thread, Scissors
5. Hand Sewing needles
6. Toy stuffing, chopstick and turning tool
7. Lots of patience this is a tuff little Bear but very worth it!

Please bring a lunch to refuel on Saturday!!
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